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Abstnlct
A brief overvicw of the dl)'ing-induccd stress and strain problcm is given, followed by a presentation of the
governing equations and thc finite e1emcnt formulation. The mathematical formulation of mass transfer is
bascd on the diffusion equation and an elastic model is used to compute drying-induced strain and stress.
The von Mises cracking criterion is introduced in order to locate the area where danger for cracking occurs.
Thc modcl is applied to the drying of a Kaolin brick with a squarc section. Danger for cracking is highest
during the hours four lirst duc to thc important sizc of the clay sample. The cracking criterion reaches its
peak valuc al thc surfacc for lhe sYlllmCII)' axes in

..j.()

minutes and then decays slowly. ComplcmentHry

examples arc presented that demonslrate reprcscntativc applications of such calculations.
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INTRODUCTION
Drying is an opcration which is prcsent in important industrial processes involving minerals, agricultural
products, forest and polymer. An example of a branch of industry, where drying plays an essential role in
the production processcs is thc brick and tile manufacturing industry.
Shrinkage occurs during dl)'ing of many matcrials. It is pointed out thatthc shrinkage for clays is caused by
particle slip into a more compact arrangcmcnt by Onoda et al. (1988). Moisture concentration gradients in

the material and corrcsponding gradicnts in the amount of shrinkage will lead to drying stresses.
Controlling these strcsscs is important sincc they can lead to undesired deformations and/or cracks in the
product. A correct dcscription of thc evolution of moisture concentration profiles in the material is
complicated by the influencc of shrinkage on mass transfer.
A review of papcrs dealing with drying-induced strain and stress has been made by Hasatani and Itaya

(1996). Conccrning thc mcchanical behaviour clastic or morc complex models -in particular viscoelastic
modcls- could be uscd. cach one having its advantages and disadvantages.
Numcrous papers deal with the simulation of drying-induccd strain and stress using an elastic model.
Jomaa (1991) assumed clastic propertics to prcdict strain and stresses during gel drying. He concluded that
the prcdiction of the final shapc of the sample. by assuming the gel of being an elastic material, is not
adcquatc and that the consideration of viscoelastic propcl1ies would most probably improve the shape
prediction. Mrani et al. (1995) dclincd a theoretical model taking into account the simultaneous influence
of mcchanical and hygromctrie aClions to study the drying of a highly deformable two phases gel. Using
this model for the non uniform drying of agar gel (Mrani et aI., 1997) the numerical results showed a good
agrecmcnt with cxperimcnts and thc authors concluded that this kind of model could be used as a tool for
improving the final quality of dricd product. Brooke and Langrish (1997) studied an elastic model to
simulate strcsses and strains in the drying of Pinus radiata sapwood. Comparing with measured rupture
stresses thcy obscrvcd that the clastic model ovcr-cstimates the stress level inside the timber. The authors
concludcd that their model is still useful to develop a better understanding of the effect of the board
geomctry and the drying conditions on the risk of cracking.
Therc havc bccn published only a fcw papcrs on viscoclastic behaviour relatcd to dehydration. Also the
finite clcmcnl tcchnique has bccn cxtcnded to viscoelastic problems in only a few relatively simple cases
which wcrc bascd on the solution of integral cquations in real time (Taylor and Chang, 1966; Srinata and
Lewis, 1981). To ovcrcome the difficultics of thcse solution schemes, Haghighi and Segerlind (1988a,b)
developed a variational formulation for a finite element analysis of a viscoelastic sphere subjected to
temperaturc and moisturc gradicnts. Their numerical rcsults werc limited to an elastic solution since the
viscoelastic propertics for matcrial bcing studied wcrc not available. Imdayaraj and Haghighi (1993)
proposed a theory and finitc element formulation for the stress analysis of non-linear viscoelastic materials
during drying. The history-dependent nature of viscoelastic behaviour required extensive computer storage
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and time. Thus the only way to use elTiciently their model was to define a computational scheme wherein
the current solution depcndcd only on solutions from the previous two time steps and to use a small number
of elements (22).
From this literature survey it can be concluded that viscoelastic analysis is only limited to the simple
problem, beeausethe performance of new computers is still not sufficient for the problem, but also because
it is quite difficull to propose an appropriate mechanical model and to obtain the necessary properties
experimentally. For these rcasons in most cases clastic models are used in order to arrive at a better
understanding of the 11Sk of cracking.
The main oq,jectives of this rcscarch are I) to develop the mathematical formulation of the problem and the
way to solve it by using a Lagrangean frame and the finite element method; 2) to analyse the simulated
drying bchaviour: 3) to study the elTect of different parameters such as dilT11sion coefficients on tlle drying
and the mcchanical behavionr.
In the first part of this paper the mathematical model is presented. A dilTusion model is used to describe the
moisture content cvolution. Duc to the lack of relevant mechanical properties for clays and the huge
memory rcquircmcnt

(0

lllunerically solve the viscoelastic problem it is assumed tlk1t the clay behaves

perfectly clastic. In a second pari of this paper the corresponding finite element formulation is given.
DifTerent numerical problems and the way to solve them are studied. In the final part Kaolin drying is
considercd. Analysis of moisture content profilcs. shape cvolution and cracking criterion evolutions allow
to understand where. whcn and why danger for cracking occurs. The effects of diffusion coefficients and of
Young's modulus approximation are briefly discussed and some conclusions are drawn.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Isothermal drying of clay can be modelled by equations expressing mass conservation of moisture and
solid. together with a nux equation for moisture. This flux equation is essentially Darcy's law, where
pressure and permeability depend on moisture content. A combination of these equations leads to a
diffusion equation which is used in this study. This equation can be applied for systems with any degree of
shrinkage (Coumans. 1987: Ketelaars. 1092).
The diffusion equation is supplemented with an expression for the deformation of clay due to gradients in
moisture content. In this study. it is assumed that clay behaves like an elastic material, ie. Hooke's law
applies. where Young' s modulus and Poisson' s ratio depend on moisture content.
With the introduction of Lagrangean co-ordinates these equations can be transfonned into a non-linear
parabolic equation for thc moisture conservation and a non-linear elliptic equation for the displacements
thaI depends on the moisture content (Wigmans. 199-l). The coupling betwcen stresses and drying kinetics
is very small (Ketclaars. 1002) and has been neglected. However. it should be realised that the diffusion
coefficients detenllined from drying curves implicitly take into account this coupling.

DiffUSion model
The description of mass transfer in porous media can be found in various literature references (e.g.,
(Whitaker. 1977». In order to arrive at a practicaL manageable modeL simplification of the complete set of
equations seems inedtable. A simplification most frequently encountered in drying is the so-called
apparent diffusion coefficient. All mechanisms contributing to moisture transfer are lumped into a single
diffusion coefficient. The model based on this assumption is often referred to as ·the' diffusion model. The
diffusion model is a more phenomenological model. in contrast to mechanistic models. DiITerent methods
can be used to detennine the diffusion coefficients from experimental data. The first technique is the
measurement of drying curves (Cou111ans. 1987). The second experimental teclmique is the direct
measurement of moisture profiles during the drying process. Example of non-destructive measurement
methods arc gamma or neutron attenuation methods (Ketclaars
resonance imaging (Pel. 1995: Kroes. I ~9S).

el

al.. 1995) and nuclear magnetic

With respect to the diffusion model. the mass balances and fiu:\: equation that hold for the drying of a block
of clay with any degrec of shrinkage can be represented by the following equations (Coumans. 1987;
Ketelaars. 1992):
mass conservation of moisture:

(1)

mass conservation of solid:
ap, = _ '\7 . (r .,.) .

'"

'

l:l

(2)

,

Ilux cquation for Illoisture :
(3)
where the moisture content is givcn by u

= Pm / P•.

The flux equation ean be derivcd from 11lechanistic considerations by neglecting the effects of air transport,
temperature gradients and gravity. and by assuming that the capillary pressure is a function of moisture
content only (Puiggali et al..

19S~).

Combining this sct of equations leads to the form of the diffusion

equation which is used in this study:
eu

-

Ct

where

n t is

+ v, . '\7u

I

= -'\7. (p,D(u)'Vu)

in Qt. t>O.

p,

(4)

the time-dependent cOlllputat ional domain. This equation is supplemented with tbe initial

condition
u(X.!)) = u {).

XEQo.

(5)

and the boundary condition
-p,D(u)'Vu'l1 = J(u)

on n t • t>O.

(6)

where J(u) is the prescribed drying flux which can be found from the sorption isotherm and the external
drying conditions.
Note that equations (-l- )-(6) are not completc. since 0" p. and

Vs

are unknown.

In order to make the computational domain constant. Lagrangean co-ordinates with respect to solid are
used. Each clay particle will have a solid co-ordinate z=x(O). Define the mapping!Jt : O~nt by
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J",(Z)=x(t),

(7)

ZEn. t:::::O,

where £2=£1,. Let V:I,= [ 'V x] T be the functional matrix of :It, and Jt =det(v:J,) its Jacobian which
represents the volume ratio of the continuum. It is clear that
x'(t)=v.(x(t),t),

XEn"

(8)

t>O,

and
P.(X(t).l)=(7t(Z»'l p~,

ZEn,

(9)

t:::::O,

where p~ =P.(z,O), i.e. it is assumed that the initial solid concentmtion is constant.
It follows from (ol)-(o), using (7)-(9) and the well-known transformation rules corresponding to the

covariant and contravariant formalism (e.g., (Morse and Fesbach, 1953», in solid co-ordinates z:

eu

-

- = 'V .(D(lI)'VlI)
Dt

inn, t > 0,

u
-p,n·(D(u)'Vu)

on an, t >0,

u(z.O) :=

= -1(u)

U() .

(10)

ZEn,

where
(11)
(12)

Note that (10) is still not complete. since V:ft is unknown. In order to determine

V:ft

the displacement due

to mechanical stresses nccds to be knO\\'11.

A1echanica/lJ/ode/

We assume that clays havc pcrfectly elastic constitutions. Obviously this is an oversimplification of their
actual mechanical behaviour. There are two impol1ant reasons for this simplification. First. it is very
difficult to determine experimentally all the relevant mechanical properties to be used in more sophisticated
constitutive models. especially since all these propel1ies are functions of moisture content. Second, the
numerical solution of these models is complicated. In addition to this it is assumed that the deformation due
to stresses of clay is small, which is conlinned experimentally. Therefore, as a first approximation we will
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use linear clastic constitutivc eCluations. The rcsulting mcchanical deformation holds instantaneously and
thercforc we omit thc timc t in the following cquations.
Let w==x-z be thc displaccmcnt. (hcn

1J:f.

== I VX IT == 1 + [V\\' IT. The total strain tensor is defined by

sew) = (Vw + [Vw IT) /2 . It is assumcd that the total strain is the sum of the elastic strain due to the stress

and the dilatation due to shrinkage, i.c.
(13)
Since the material is assumed to be isotropic. the elastic strain can be detennined from Hooke's law:
. 1+ V(u) ( ar:'=
E(u)

[]I)

\I(u) t r a .
1+ v(u)

(14)

The dilatalion due to shrinkage is assumed to be isotropic. Le.

s'

= &'1 .

(15)

It is also assumed tllat shrinkage only depcnds on moisture content. Define the prescribed shrinkage factor
(16)
then det(l+r;')=( 1+ 1:')3=ll's(U) andlhus
I:' =1:'(u)=IIII,/II.l-I.

Note that the shrinkage factor

11',(1I)

(17)

is the equilibrium relation between the specific volume (m3/kg dry

solid) of a piece of clay and its moisturc content.

From (13 )-(15) it follows that
r:(w) = I+V(U)( a- \I(u) trla]1 ) +&S(u)I.
E(u)
I+v(u)

(18)

and, inverting (18),

a = E(u) [ I:(W) +
1 + \I(u)

v(u)
trl£;(\\')]1 ) - 1+ v(u) r=;S(u)1.
1- 2v(u)
1- 2v(u)

(19)

Neglecting gravity and accclerations forces, the momentum balance law is
IV.a]I=().
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(20)

Assuming no cxternal forces. the boundary condition for (19)-(20) is

cr n = 0,
~l(U).

Define the Lame coefficients I.(u) and
i.(u) =

(21)

and the bulk modulus K(u), by
E(u)

E(u)v(u)

~(u) = 2(1 + v(u» ,

(1- 2v(u»(1 + v(u»

Ku _
E(u)
() - 3(1- 2v(u» ,

then (18)-(21) result in
f'l· [i.( u)tr( I:(W »1 + 2~l( u)l:(w)] = 'l. [3K(u )l:' (U)I]

1i.(u)'l

'WII

+ 2~l(U)l:(w)n = 3K(u)~:'(u)n

inn,

on au

(22)

Coupling (~fthe cOlJlplete set oj'eql/oli()/ls

The complcte set of cquation (10) and (22) can be simplified by neglecting the elastic strain with respect to
the shrinkage di [atation. which means that the deformation due to stress is much smaller than tile
deformation due to shrinkage. rcsulting into
(23)

TIlis approximation is only used to solve the diffusion problem, It then follows from (10)-(12) that
i:U

j

'"

---:-='l·(III',(u)l·'D(u)'lu)

inO.t>O,

c1

[

p~n . (l \I'~ (u) 1

lI(z.O)

23

=U

.

D(u)'lu) = [II', (u)] 213 J(u)

on an, t > 0,

(24)

ZEn.

,Hodel limitations

With thc help of thc precedc11l model it is possible to calculate the moisture concentration distribution in
the clay body, and the connected stresses, Strcsses will lead to additional deformations on top of the
deformation due to shrinkage. In principle these stress-induced deformations have to be taken into account
in the drying kinetics model. If this effect is to be included in the model it would lead to a coupling of the
kinetics model and the mechanical model. which complicates the numerical solution of the problem. It is
therefore assumed that the deformations due to stresses are small compared to the deformations due to
shrinkage, Note Ihat Ihis restriction can be verified once both deformations are calculated with the stress

8

modcl. Thc mcchanical bchaviour of the matcrial is implicitly coupled with the kinetic model via the
experimental diffusion cocfficients. One of the advantagcs of this lumpcd coeflicient is to take into account
all mechanisms contributing to moisture contcnt transfcr (as the mechanical behaviour of the material).
This advantage could be at the samc timc a disadvantage if we try to understand the mechanisms and tlleir
influence. For cxample in using this model it is still impossible to make a sensitivity study to understand
the effect of the mcchanicalmatcrial behaviour on mass transfer.

FINITE ELEMENT D1SCRETISATION
The numcrical solution is obtained using a standard finite clemcnt package (SEPRAN, see (Segal, 1998»
which is adaptcd for the problcm sludied here. This code can bc used for one-dimensional, two-dimensional
or thrce-dimcnsional problcms. The uscd Finitc Elcmcnt Mcthod (FEM) is standard and is not exposed in
details. Thc problcm
shaped domain

n

klS

to be \\TillCn in a weak fonnulation. the so-called vmiational form. The block-

is supposed to bc di\'idccI in a collection of block-shaped subdomains, called elements.

The clements havc to be a partition of the computational domain. For the time discretisation the time
interval 10.1'], 1'>0, has to be divided into a partition givcn by
O=tO<tl < ... <t:-.:=T
for somc natural number N. Let L'.tll=tll-t ll.!. n= 1.. ... N. be the time steps. The system of equations is
discretiscd in time by the backward Euler method with frozen coefficients. The resulting sparse linear
systems are solved by preconditioned conjugate gradients.

The FEAf applied to Ihe diffusion prohlel11

Conceming the diffusion problcm the solution u(·.t ll ). n= L.N. of (24) is approximated by a function
u~ e Vh. Solving the dilTusion problem rcquircs to approximate the time derivative. For the discretisation of

the time dcrivativc wc can usc an explicit or an implicit mcthod. An explicit method is conditionally stable
and an implicit method can bc ullconditionally stablc, The backward Euler implicit method is used in this
paper. For the derivation of the variational problem the Sobolev space of scalar functions V is used. Let Vh
be the finite-dimcnsional subspacc of V consisting of piecewise linear functions defined on each element.
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Multiplying the diffusion eCjuation by a test function

\'hE Vh,

integrating over the region

Q

and applying the

divergence theorcm, tile discrete approximate function u:: is defined to be the solution of

(25)

(26)

(see (Douglas and Dupont. 1970) and (Carey and Oden, 1984)).

N

Let u:: =

I

U;'<Pi ' where <P, are the basis functions of Vh. Successive choice of the test functions Vh=q>i,

'0-1

i= 1.2..... M. implics the equivalence of (25) with the system of non-linear equations

(lVl + Llt liS II )u II = Mu II-I + LltllF II •

(27)

M" = Jip/p;dz. i.j=1.2..... M,

(28)

where

C1

(29)
u

Fi' =~ J7(u:: lip,ds, i = 1.2..... M,
f\

(30)

<,<,

and ull is the solution vector. The matrix M is called the mass matrix. the matrix

SII

is called the stiffness

matrix and the vector FII is the right-hand side vector. Thc matrix M + Lltn Sn is sparse and symmetric
positive definite because the diffusion coefficicnt D is positive. This non-linear problem is hard to solve
because the diffusion coefficient and the prescribed drying flux will be evaluated by the solution to be
computed. An easy way to linearise this non-linear problem is to 'freeze' the coefficients. This means that
the diffusion coefficient and the prescribed drying nux will be evaluated with the solution at the preceding
time level. In this case the matrix equations to be solved read
(M +6t n S"-I)U = Mu" I +Llt F n - I
Il

II
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.

(31)

An adaptive time step procedure is used. As long as the prescribed d/)'ing flux is nearly constant near the
whole boundary the time step size can be chosen large. The slope of the prescribed drying flux for low
moisture contents is extremely steep. When this occurs, the time step has to be small.
The way of linearising causes a nUJIlerical problem. By freezing coefficients the prescribed drying flux is
evaluated on a preceding time level and therefore is too high. The time steps for low moisture contents at
the boundary are smaller than nccessary. Since the small time steps are due to the extreme slope of the
prescribed d/)'ing flux for low moisture contents. it is necessary to compute the prescribed drying flux
implicitly. For this problem. an iterati,"c solution procedurc docs not cOIl\'crge. It seems more appropriate
to prescribe a Robin boundary condition (mixed boundary condition) instead of a Neumann condition. The
Neumann bounda/)' condition from (24) in material co-ordinates can bc writlen as the Robin condition

I'~

II'

d>(u)Y'u) + J(u)u = o.

(32)

where j(u) = J(u)/u. By using thc Robin boundary condition and by freezing the coefficients of j(u),
the matrix equation to be solved reads
( M+6t n B,,--I +6t II S"-I)U Il =Ml,,-I
I

,

(33)

where
BIj"

I

I J"'.I(u"
": ,,-I )'Pj'Pjcz,
I "1,.1= J.2,... , M .
=---0
f\.

~l

(34)

.

Taking iuto accouut (2(». (33) can be solved very cfficiently by the preconditioned conjugate gradient
method (sec. e.g.. (Saad. 19%».

II

The 1'1':;\/ applied to the stress prohlelll
Timc discrctisation for the strcss problcm is ncccssary because the stress depends on the moisture content,
i.e. the solution of the diffusion problcm. The approximation of the solution w(.,t n ) at time tn will be
denoted as w ~. For thc derivation of the variational prob1cm the Sobolev space of vectorial functions called V- is used. Lct V" be again thc finitc-dimcnsional subspace of V consisting of piecewise linear
functions defined on each clement. Since the conservation law of momentum does not contain any time
derivatives the discrctiscd variational formulation reads: Find w~ EVh such that

jr·(u::)'V. \\':: V· ,.

h

+ 2~l(U:: )s(w ::) : e(v" )]dz

[1

=

3jK(u:: )I;'(U::)'V '''" .

(35)

()

K

Let w:: =

L

\I'

:'X, . \\herc

{X,}:"

arc the basis functions of V h . Choosing the test functions

l'h= Xi

'

j,1

i= 1,2." ,.K. successivcly. (35) is equivalcnt with the matrix equation
A(u::)w"

= b(u::).

(36)

where

Ajj(u;;l= jr·(u::)V,X, V'Xi

+2~l(U::JI:(X):I:(Xj)]dz. i.j=L2, ... ,K.

(37)

o

")-"SK(
n).,( U n)V
'-12
b(
i U"
-.J
U h}'
Ii
• Xi d-Z. 1
• , .. " K •

(38)

and ,,~l is the solution vcctor. Thc matrix A is symmetric and positive definite, because the Lame
parameters are positi,·e. This mcans thalthc matrix equation (36) has a unique solution.

By solving the variational formulation (36) in the bcginning of the dl)'ing process the stresses at the
boundary are still calculated poorly. In fact the Lame parametcrs and the derivatives of the displacements
havc 10 bc computcd for the calculation of stresscs. In the beginning of the drying process the
displacemcnts at thc boundaJ)' of the clay will be large. whereas the displacements inside are small.
Therefore. the derivativcs of the displacements, the Lame parameters and their products are large. TIus
involves that in the beginning of the drying the strcsses at the boundary are calculated poorly. Since the
stresses are calculated from dcrivatiYcs of the displaccmcnts the stresses are a derived quantity. Therefore,
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it is probably beller to solve the stress problem by the mixed finite clcment method (see, e.g.• (Brezzi and
Fortin. 1991» because besides the displacements the stresses can be computed explicitly using tIlis
approach.
Since the mechanical model holds instantaneously -because the model is e\astic-, (36) only need to be
solved for the time on wl\ich the displacements and stresses are of interest.

KAOLIN DRYING

Physical properties
As an example. the drying of a Kaolin clay -which is used in the fine ceramics industry- at 25°C is
considered. The initial moisture content

Un

of the clay is 0.4 and the initial solid concentration of solid

p~ = 1234.6. The following data are relcvant for this type of product.

The expcrimental diffusion coeflicicnls of Krocs (1998) for both shrinking and non-shrinking stages are
uscd (sce ligure 1). The dilTusion codTiciellts are approximated using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
On the one hand \Ie can nOlice the minimum in tile di.ffusion coefficients for u:::::0.03. This minimum is due
to the fact that the rate of diffusion for walcr vapour is higher than the rate of diffusion for liquid water. On
the other hand. for moisture contents above the shrinkage limit the diffusion coefficient tends to decrease
with incrcasing moisture conten!. During drying of a shrinking medium the penneability will decrease
because of a decreasing porosity. Ho\vc\·er. due to electrochemical effects the effect of the liquid pressure
(also called osmotic suction pressure) on D will increase in colloidal systems. as can be found in literature
(Newitt and Coleman. 1952). Apparently the lallcr mechanism is dominant here.
Experimental determinalion of Ihe shrinkage factor II'.(U) obtained by Ketelaars (1992) is used in this paper.

1"41+"

if

U ~ U ln ".

(39)

if 0
where

Ullin

~ U ~

u lirl ,.

is the moisture content at shrinkage Ii mil. Considering the Kaolin clay, Ulim=O.27.

The prescribed drying /lux J(u) is

gi\"(.~n

J(U)=

by (Kctclaars. 1992)
16.10- 1

.J

arctanO.)·IlJ-u).

11:

Prescribed drying flux and shrinkagc factor as functions of moisture content arc given in figure 2.
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(40)

Considcring thc mcchanical behavior of thc Kaolin clay. the experimcntal Young's modulus E as a function
of moisture content obtaincd by Kctclaars (1992) is used (figure 3). This function is approximated using
ANN. Thc following non-continuous approximation given by Ketclaars (1992) can also be used
3 ·107.120(u.u"oo)
E(u) =

1

ifu2 uwn '
if 0:5; u ~ u lim •

,

3 ·10'

(41)

We will show the diffcrcnccs ill\'ol\'cd by the use of thcse two kinds of approximation. The Poisson's ratio
v is constant and cqual to O.-l5.

Problem cor!/igurat;ol1

In figure 4 a sketch is givcn of thc gcomctl)' under consideration (a brick with a cross-scction of 10

x

10

cm). It is assumed that no drying occurs at the cnds of the bar and therefore no moisture concentration will
be prescnt along the z-axis. In such a situation a two-dimensional plane-stress analysis can be made of a
cross-scction of the brick. In addition to this. (hying occurs with equal initial drying fluxes at the other
boundarics. As a rcsult of symmetry only the upper right quarter of the two-dimensional cross-section need
to bc considered (figure -l). On thc two "symmetry" faces the following homogeneous boundary conditions
are imposed

au
Dn

-=()

W . 11

. )

t > O.

(42)

= O.

Thc resulting computational domain is subdi\'idcd into 8100 rectangular elements, such that the mesh is
rcfined along the external faces. A large numbcr of c1cments is nccessaIy to obtain a sufficient accuracy. In
fact this kind of problem involvcs a strong cvolution of stresses between the shrinkage and the nonshrinkage zones. An cvolutionary mesh (i.c. with a larger number of elcmcnt near this moving area) should
be useful to decrease the number of elcments.
The moisture contcnt is approximated from (33), where the time-steps tit n are chosen by some automatic
timc-stcpping proccdure. From this approximation, solving (36). the displacement wand the stress cr are
computed.
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Afoisture cuntent I:'I'ollltion

As a first result moisture content along prolik r for different drying times are given in figure 5. The left
sides of the following ligure (i.e. 1'=0 m) correspond to the centre of the clay brick and the right sides (i.e.
r=0.07 m) correspond to the uppcr right corner point. We observe that in the beginning of the drying
process the moisture conlenl decreases fasl. especially in the comer where the evaporation surface is
important. For low moisture contents at the boundary the prescribed drying flux becomes very small, so
that hardly any mller can e\'aporate anymore. Therefore. it takes a long lime before the interior of the clay
is dry. We clearly noticc from this figure a drying front moving inside. This is characteristic for drying
behaviour and is due to the minimulll in the diffusion coefficients according to curve 1. The presence of a
minimum is related

[0

tilC \'apour diffusion mcchanism. which may enhance the moisture flux considerably.

Below a certain moisture contcnt thc vapour pressure is reduced according to the sorption isotherm. Since
moisture gradients arc prcsent this "'ill lead to a vapour pressure gradient in the gas phase. Small
difTerences inliC]uid moisture concentration will cause significant vapour pressure gradients. The vapour is
quickly transpol1ed to the surface and a receding drying front occur. From this figure we can also notice a
slope break for u:::O, I. This break is due to the form of the diffusion coefficient curve: D increases strongly
for a moisture content "al)'ing from 0,03 to 0.1. and is nearly constant from 0.1 to 0.4. The slope break for
the diffusion cocrficient is related to the slope break in the moisture profile curve.

Evolution of the shape

The evolution of the boundary surface y (sec figure 4) is given in figure 6. We observe that in the beginning
of the dl)'ing proccss tllc moisturc content decreases faster in the corner which involves a larger strain. At
the cnd of the drying the sample sll:lpc is (hc same as at thc beginning. but the dimensions are smaller. TIus
rcsult is apparent since an clastic mcchanical model is lIsed. For a more complex shape at the end of the
drying a viscoclastic or an clastoplastic model should be de\"eloped.

Stress al1a~vsis

The conditions that lead to failure can bc determincd by using a specific failure criterion. The trace of the
Cauchy strcss tcnsor is proportional to the hydroslatic pressure (dilatational forccs) which does not cause
cracking in the clay brick. In order to prcvcnt cracking the deviation from the hydrostatic pressure and the
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shear stresses han:

[0

be controlled. Therelorc we consider the deviator a of the Cauchy stress tensor

defined as follows:
-

cr

I
= a --tr(a)
1.

(43)

3

Cracking in the brick has to be independent of the choice of the coordinate basis. Therefore a criterion for
cracking must depend on the invariant of cr . Since the first invariant of cr (i.e.,

trCa »is zero,

the criterion

can only depend on the second and the third invariant of cr . In this study the well-known Huber-von Mises
yield critelion proposed for problems in which frictions arc not important (see, e.g., (Shigley and Mischke,
1989: lrudayaraj et al.. 19()3b» will be used for determining the positions where danger for cracking

h,

2
occurs. This criterion depends only on the second ill\'ariant of cr (i.e., -]"
2 tr[cr . and states that in order

to prevent cracking in the brick we havc

[0

satisfy the condition

(44)

where Y is the yield stress. The yield stress represents the stress where the material under uniaxial tension
starts to deform plastically. Tile yield stress for Kaolin clay as a function of moisture content is detennined
experimentally by Ke[elaars (I ()92) and can be fitled by

Y(u) =

5 ·10'.
if 0 ~ U :,; u tim '
5 .!O,-I.IRIU-U"m). if u 2: u IJm •

1

(45)

For moisture contents below the shrinkage limit the yield stress is constant. An explanation is that for
moisture contents below the shrinkage limit the pores of the clay are not completely filled with water
anymore. so that in this case the stillness of the clay is independent of the moisture content.
In order to study the positions where stresses are important and danger for cracking occurs we will foHow

the temporal evolution for different section of the square sample of

and of Y-

~% tr[cr

2

]

~% tr[cr

2

]

(called the stress criterion)

(called the cracking criterion) corresponding to the Huber-von Mises yield criterion.

Note that danger lor cracking occurs only if the cracking criterion is negative.
In figure 7a the stress criterion lor

[ill'

section x is given for different drying times. At the beginning of the

drying the stress criterion increases strongly at the external boundary surface. To be more precise the stress
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crilerion increases al Ihe surface unlilthe moisture content becomes lowcr than the shrinkage limit moisture
content (ulim=U.27). Arter this critical moisture content the stress criterion decreases slowly. The largest
stresses occur at the surface of the sample and for approximately t=2200s.
From figure 7b showing thc stress criterion evolution along profile r. it follows that the temporal evolution
is quite dilTerent. This is due to the configuration of this area: while the precedent case is nearly a onedimensional configuration. this case is really a two-dimensional configuration with a more important
drying rate involved from the second drying surface. The behaviour becomes then more complex. We can
observe for each drying tillle a break slope and a maximum exactly for the distance r where the moisture
content is cqual to 0.27. The pressure and tension are maximal ncar the contour U=Ulim because here, the
inlluence of shrinkage and no shriukagc is maximal. But the value of this maximum increases from the
beginning of the drying to t=(>OOOs and thcn decreases more slowly. For this section the maximum stress
occurs later and inside the sample. Stresses are not important at the surface due to the high drying mte
involved by the configuration.
In figure 8 the cracking criterion e\'olution along profiles x and r is represented. The lower this criterion is,
the more important the danger for cracking will be. We can note that for this problem configuration (i.e.
sample geometry. drying conditions. ctc,) the model predicts an important risk of cracking. This is due to
the largc dimensions of thc sample which il1\'o]ves important moisture content and strain gradients.
Furthermore, in comparison to a viscoelastic or a viscoplastic model. the elastic model generally
overestimates the danger of cracking,
The largest danger occurs for the profile

.'1:

at the surface from 1000s to 4000s. Due to the sample

configuration corners dry \'cry quickly Wllich involves important strains. Thus large tensile stresses appear
at the surface of each sYlllmelry axis (e.g.. for the profile x and x=O.U5m) while the moisture content is still
high (and thus (he yield stress value is \'cl)' low), Combining this large tensile stress with the low yield
stress the danger for cracking becomes really important. Inside the sample the risk is less important and
appears from 5000s to 16000s.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of Ihc stress criterion maximum and of the cracking criterion minimum
considering the global sample. TIle risk of cracking exists at the beginning of the drying, is really important
from lOOos to ..WOOs wilh a maximulll lor 1=2200s. and disappears after l7000s. The maximum of danger
occurs exactly when the stress critcrion is the largest.
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Diffusion coe.!!icienls efrect
As a first numerical experiment we can try to understand belter the effect of the diffusion coefficients.
Figure 10 compares the resulls oblained using the ANN diffusion coefficients and a constant one equal to
2.3510'~

2 1
111 S·

(which is the average of the ANN diffusion coefficients for u varying from 0.2 to 0.4). By

comparing these results a different beh'l\'iour can be noticed. On the one hand, using a constant diffusion
coefficient the clay sample dries faster (particularly [or

US;;Ulim)

and the drying front doesn't appear. On the

other hane!. we can note that the clilTercnce for the boundary displacemcnt and for the stress criterion profile
is small. Other nU1I1erical e.\pCriIllCnls shO\\ that diffusion coefficients only inOuence the mechanical
behaviour for the range or moislure conlent from O.olto 0.2. If we are interested in the mechanical problem
-e.g. to predict \\hcn and where the risk for cracking is maximum- the diffusion coefficients have to be
defined with accuracy only for high lnoisture content. In this studied case a constant diffusion coefficient
appears to be sufficient to understanclmechanical phenomena.

Young's modulus approximation effect
The second numerical experiment (figure II) allows to compare the use of the continuous approximation of
the Young's coefficienl (using AN N) and the non-continuous one (defined by Ketelaars (1992», see figure
3. Moisture content profiles arc the same and arc not represented in this figure. The boundary displacement
and the stress criterion arc quite different lIsing these two kinds of approximation. The larger difference
appears for the stress

crjl~rion

(curyes b and c): the discontinuity of E involves higher values for the stress

criterion. (This strong eITecl is thc same considering Ihe cracking criterion but is not presented in the
figure). Furthcrmore the usc of thc nOll-continuous approximation of E affects quantitatively and
qualitativcly the maxilllulll valucs or the stress crilerion [or the global sample: the danger for cracking is
more impol1ant and its maximulll appears roughly and [or a shorter drying time. A good approximation of
the Young's modulus appears to be vel)' important and necessal)' to approximate accurately dryinginvolved strain and stress.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a mathematical model has been developed in order to represent the drying of clays. A
diffusion model is uscd to obtain the moisture content evolution and an elasticity model allows to compute
displacements and stresscs. The problcm is solved by the finite clement method.
Numerical experiments for kaolin drying are considered. These results allow a better lU1derstanding of the
positions in the clay brick and the time inlerval where danger for cracking occur. The largest danger is
located at the surfacc of the sample ncar the symmetry axes for t::::2200s. Furthermore the pressure and
tension arc large near the contour

U=UI IlIl

due to the influence of shrinkage and no shrinkage phenomena.

The danger for cracking is important for the studied case due to the large dimension of the sample.
Furthermore. it lIlay be expected that the inclusion of visco-elastic or visco-plastic strains would decrease
the danger of cracking. in other \yords the use of an elastic model yields.
Two numcrical experimcnts are cOllsidercd in order to obtain better understanding of the effect of both
diffusion coefficient and Young's modulus. It follows that the type of moisture dependence of the diffusion
coefficient at low moisture cOlltent \\ith respects to the displacements and the stress criterion is not
important. Considering two differcnt ways to approximate experimental \'alues for the Young's modulus,
numerical results arc \-cry different. A lion-continuous approximation involves larger values for the stress
criterion and overestimates the dangcr for cracking. A representative definition of Young's modulus is one
of the more important steps in order to obtain a realistic model useful to increase the final product quality.

NOTATION
D
D
E
J
J
K
t
l'
u
v

w
x
z

diffusion coefficient. Jll~ S·I
diffusion coefficient ill the Lagrangean framc. m~ S·I
Young's modulus. N Jll'~
prcscribed drying Ilu:-:. kg m': S·I
prcscribed drying Ilux in the Lagrangean frame. kg m· 2 S·l
bulk modulus. N Jll-:
limc. s
tcmperature. DC
solid bascd moisturc contcnt. (kg walcr) (kg dS)'1
velocity. III S·I
displaccmcllt. III
place coordillate. III
solid bascd placc coordinatc. III

Greek leller.\·
E

A.

strain
Lame coefficiellt. N 1I(~
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Lame coerlicienl. N n(C
Poisson's ration
concentration. kg m-.J
stress. N n(
shrinkage [unction

j.l

v

S'ubscripts

moisture
solid

m

s
Superscript

c

s

o

clastic
shrinkage
initiaL att == () s
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